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A. The LPAR Configuration backup is corrupt 
B. The LPAR Configuration has been altered using DLPAR 
C. The LPAR Configuration backup was performed on a different HMC 
D. The LPAR Configuration has been altered through the Advanced System Management 
Interface (ASMI) on the server after the backup was performed 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 121 
Company.com has several CR3 HMCs managing their p690 servers. They have purchased a 
new p5 570 and would like to manage the new system with an existing HMC. What is 
required to support this environment? 

A. Free up one HMC and update the software for use with the p5 570 
B. Connect the new p5 570 server to an existing HMC and manage the p690s and p5 570 
from that HMC 
C. Order a new HMC to support the new p5 570 server since the CR3 HMC is not supported 
for a p5 570 
D. Backup the HMC to DVD-RAM and select HMC migrate to move all the profile data to 
the new HMC software 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 122 
Company.com has a requirement for an LPAR in their p5 595 to run SUSE Linux. They 
also require an adapter that is not currently supported in Linux. Which of the following 
would be the best solution to recommend? 

A. Assign the adapter to an IO Hosting partition 
B. Use AIX 5L affinity to move the application from SUSE to AIX 
C. Use AIX 5.3 drivers to install the adapter in the Linux LPAR 
D. Assign the adapter to an AIX 5.3 partition running Linux Affinity 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 123 
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Company.com LPAR that is using a Virtual IO Server needs to be more highly available. 
How can this be accomplished using APV features? 

A. Reallocate the Virtual IO Server disks to the user LPAR 
B. Create a stripe-group within the Virtual IO Server to protect against disk failure 
C. Reconfigure the user LPAR to use both locally owned disk and a Virtual SCSI disk 
D. Create a second Virtual IO Server and reconfigure the user LPAR to mirror across both 
Virtual IO Servers 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 124 
Company.com has plans to deploy a large database solution. Their primary requirement is 
minimal user access downtime. They are comparing a single server implementation with a 
two server deployment. What solution would they use to avoid downtime for OS software 
maintenance? 

A. Apply OS updates once a year 
B. Utilize a GPFS cluster solution 
C. Implement a two server deployment with HACMP 
D. Install a single server implementation with HACMP failover to a second LPAR 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 125 
What type of configuration can provide the best availability in a Virtual IO Server 
environment? 

A. Provide multiple paths to all resources through 2 or more Virtual IO Servers 
B. Mirror all disk resources on the Virtual IO Server to present to the client LPAR 
C. Mirror all disk resources on the client LPAR to the shared SCSI on the Virtual IO Server 
D. Trunk multiple Ethernet adapters on the Virtual IO Server to a single Shared Ethernet 
Adapter (SEA) 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 126 
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Company.com is using shared processor LPARs exclusively, including the Virtual IO 
Server. The users are complaining about response time. The application LPARs can be 
heavy processor users. The Virtual IO Server has been measured to be processor 
constrained. How should the Virtual IO Server's shared processor LPAR be configured? 

A. Capped and with a lower share 
B. Uncapped and with a lower share 
C. Uncapped and with a higher share 
D. Capped and with no change in share 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 127 
Company.com has purchased a p5 590 with 16 CPUs. To run Simultaneous Multi-
Threading (SMT) with a 4-way virtual processor partition with 2.0 processing units of 
entitlement, how many logical CPUs will be allocated? 

A. 8-way logical CPU partition, where each logical CPU has the power of 25% of a logical 
processor 
B. 4-way logical CPU partition, where each logical CPU has the power of 50% of a physical 
processor 
C. 8-way logical CPU partition, where each logical CPU has the power of 25% of a physical 
processor 
D. 16-way logical CPU partition, where each logical CPU has the power of 25% of a 
physical processor 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 128
 
What is a primary differentiator between pSeries eWLM (Enterprise Workload Manager)
 
and WLM (Workload Manager)?
 

A. pSeries eWLM can create classes while pSeries WLM can create tiers. 
B. pSeries eWLM can create tiers while pSeries WLM can create classes. 
C. pSeries eWLM is implemented over multiple O/S images while pSeries WLM is 
implemented within an individual O/S image. 
D. pSeries eWLM is implemented within an individual O/S image while pSeries WLM is 
implemented over multiple O/S images. 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 129 
A company wants to buy memory efficiently on their p5 590 to allow for the best 
performance. What is the best practice for adding memory for performance? 

A. Install more cards of smaller capacity and same size across MCMs. Use DDR2(dual data 
rate) memory if using HPC (High Performance Computing). 
B. Install fewer cards of larger capacity of the same size across MCMs. Servers with one 
processor book must have a minimum of four memory cards installed. 
C. Intermix DDR1 and DDR2 memory so that partitions requiring the higher performance 
can take advantage of them. Half of the available memory slots in the system should contain 
memory. 
D. Use fewer higher density memory cards so that a few memory slots are left open for 
future growth. Each processor book provides sixteen memory card slots. The p5 590 
supports a maximum of 64 memory cards. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 130 
Company.com wants the application server LPAR to communicate with the database LPAR 
on a p5 590 without using network adapters. What does the customer need to install? 

A. VIO Server 
B. AIX 5.2 ML4 
C. Shared Ethernet Adapter 
D. AIX 5.3 with Advanced Power Virtualization 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 131 
Company.com has seven days of vmstat data on a p5 590. The server has a total of four 
test/dev LPARs and 4 production LPARs of one processor each. On the four test/dev 
LPARs, the data shows 90-95% peak utilizations with a duration of from 5 to 10 minutes. 
The average utilizations of all LPARs were between 15-30%. All of the applications have 
different times when they peak. What is the best configuration to fully utilize the processor 
resource? 
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A. Set up the server in SMP mode and use WLM to manage resources effectively 
B. Set up eight dedicated LPARs and use DLPAR to manage resources effectively 
C. Set up a shared pool with eight capped LPARs including production and test/dev 
D. Set up a shared pool with eight uncapped LPARs with priority weight to Production 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 132 
Company.com needs to run a 32 bit kernel under AIX 5.3. What steps need to be done to 
accomplish this with the least disruption since the system is already installed with a 64 bit 
kernel? 

A. Reload the operating system and select 32 bit kernel on initial install. 
B. Repoint the symbolic link of /unix to unix_mp. Perform a bosboot and reboot the 
partition. 
C. Use the SMIT menu to select 32 bit versus the 64 bit kernel. Select 32 bits and reboot the 
partition. 
D. Go into SMIT and select 32 bit kernel. Run the /usr/sbin/bootinfo -K command, and 
ensure that the kernel has been changed. 

Answer: B 
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